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TDRI is one of THE BEST rescues out there! They always seem to be able to help no matter what the task. They are 
solely run by volunteers & they are always going the extra mile. They take dogs that other rescues won’t go near 
and they never give up on them. They have had dogs in their program for days or years... whatever it takes! They 
have dogs who are long term fosters/Palliative care fosters that will stay loved and very well cared for in the TDRI 
family for the rest of their lives. Even though it specifies dog in their name... they don’t stop there! Any animal in 
need is lucky to be touched by the TDRI family. TDRI is a rescue that can be trusted 100% to do the right thing and 
make a difference.

Giving up our puppy way really hard. The dog rescuers were there every step of the way making a difficult pro-
cess happen smooth and fast. I know my puppy will go to a amazing foster home. We are grateful for everything 
they do for our four legged friends.

I am a volunteer with The Dog Rescuers Inc and I can attest to how much these funds would mean to TDRI. 
Every day the TDRI team works to help dogs who are in need of a second chance, and are known in the rescue 
community as “the last chance rescue”. TDRI take in dogs that other rescues and groups can’t, whether it be for 
behavioural or medical reasons.... “no” is never an option. The core team members work tirelessly, giving their 
time generously, giving their dedication, and also giving their own money to fill in the gaps where fundraising 
has not been enough. This money would mean the world to the group and every penny of it would go back into 
caring for the dogs. 

Additional nominations were submitted for The Dog Rescuers Inc., but are not included here.


